
Code: FlashLED

Rechargeable LED handheld flashlight - FlashLED type

LED type

0LED with focus generated by the beam at 38  

Supply adaptor (V AC)

Flashlight housing protection degree

Flashlight + charger weight (kg) 

5 x 3 W, PowerLED, white color

Lighting versions:

Overall dimensions with charger (mm) L x l x h

Maximum power  (W)

The FlashLED accumulator flashlight is portable and has an adjustable head, LED lighting, very 
versatile and easy to handle.

- Emergency operation

- Intermittent lighting function and Morse lighting

=shoulder belt

0
ashort distance (work light) - diffuse beam - LED 2 x 38

The flashlight is provided with LEDs to indicate the charging level, charging status and operating 
function in emergency situations (with the flashlight in the charging support, in case there is a lack of 
power during the charging).

The flashlight characteristics are:

The accessories of the FlashLED accumulator flashlight are:
=Charging support with wall attachment possibility

The flashlight is provided with a swivelling head which allows the axis to be amended on the 
horizontal plan, in a field of 0 - 50°. The flashlight is provided with 3 coloured filters (red, green, 
yellow) to provide signalling in the work area and a shoulder belt for transportation.

Lighting mode:
0along distance - concentrated beam - LED 3 x 10

0 0
a complete lighting - LED 3 x 10  + LED 2 x 38

The FlashLED accumulator flashlight provides users with improved lighting conditions of the work 
area for works performed in night or poor lighting conditions.

- Save function for the last setting

=230 V AC charging cable
=12 - 24 V DC charging cable (at car power outlet)

=filter set (green, yellow, red) - optional

Li-Ion accumulator

0LED with focus generated by the beam at 10  

Autonomy in the lighting version:

- long distance - focussed beam  (h)0LED 3 x 10

- short distance - diffuse beam  (h)0LED 2 x 38

- complete lighting - (h)0 0 LED 3 x 10  + LED 2 x 38

Charging time (h)

Supply (V CC)

Charger housing protection degree

Overall dimensions without charger (mm) L x l x h

Operating temperature range  ( ) 0C

7,2 V / 4400 mAh
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Technical characteristics

FILTER SET

CHARGER SUPPORT + 
CHARGING CABLE 230 V AC

SHOULDER BELT

CAR CHARGING CABLE

EA 0143

03 x 10

02 x 38

03 x 10

02 x 38

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

125


